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The Skimerboard is a multi-sport platform for water enthusiasts, with it you can:

1Ski on the water - water skiing developed
for a new sport practice, where the skier 
makes the maneuvers lying down as a
bodyboarder,  while being pulled by a Jet-Ski
or at a Cable park;

2Ski Underwater - You can also submerge 
in the water, simulating a ride on an aquatic animal, 
such as a Manta Ray, in which the body shape was 
inspired by. There is an incredible feeling while 
being pulled by a Speedboat or Jet-ski;

3Wave surfing - it has fin boxes where fins can be 
attached to, same as the ones used in surfboards;

4Snorkeling - Due to its buoyancy, It also serves as
a support platform for snorkeling.

With the Skimer board, everyone can ski without the need of balance. Even wheelchair users 
can use it! The buoyancy and quick release also give more autonomy and safety to the skier.
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Fin box inserts for future fin 
models, same as those used on 
surfboards, and may use one to 
three fins in order to maneuver. 
Fins should only be used when 
surfing.

Fins sold separately

Polycarbonate visor for bottom view 
during dive or planing on the surface. 
Also designed to decrease the friction 
of the body against water.

Floats made of developed
polyethylene (super resistant)

Soft elbow guard for 
comfort.

Handles designed for maximum 
hand ergonomics, with angles 
calculated for performance both 
above and underwater.

Elevated side edge for  
perfect elbow fitting, 
making the ski 
perfectly nestled 
between the arms of 
the skier, like a 
cockpit.

Wrist Leash, designed to 
disarm the quick release

Automatic quick 
release safety system, 
disengages the cable 
it is being pulled by.

This yellow ring disengages 
the skier from the Skimer 
board and what is pulling it.

The arm should be flexed and the 
skier bent over the ski when 

speeding on the surface of the 
water.

Tip: Press your toes into the water for greater control

Skiing on the surface
Maximum 14 knots ≅ 25km / h

The arm should be extended during the 
dive. Tip:  sink the skimer board by 

pointing your fists down.

Skiing Underwater
Maximum 4 knots ≅ 7km / h

Water shield designed to 
decrease the flow of water 
on the skier's face when 
diving.

Quick description
Inspired in the shape of Manta Ray, 
designed to have greater 
hydrodynamics.
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Keep this manual in a safe and easily accessible place for consultation when necessary.

Congratulations!

You are now an official owner of Skimer FUN.

We hope this product will make your leisure time much more fun and radical in your life, giving 
you many memorable experiences by skiing on the water or "flying" under it.

But first, it is essential that you read through this entire user manual and safety, to learn how to 
use Skimer and its functions safely.

If you have any questions, ideas, thoughts or criticisms regarding anything about this product, or if 
you simply want to share your iexperience with the Skimer, do not hesitate to contact us by email 
at our website www.skimerboard.com This will greatly help improve future Skimers.

Contact Details:

Ilunga Innovative Products, LLC
Based in Fort Lauderdale, FL
E-mail: ilungaUSA@gmail.com
Website: www.ilungaUSA.com

You can purchase accessories separately that will help in the maneuvers or even with Skimer doing 
things you never expected...

Skimer can also be used as a Floating platform for snorkeling and diving support, In addition to 
surfing in the waves, with bodyboard Flippers.

Check our website and discover new accessories!

SnorkelingSurf
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Skimer Body parts

The Skimer consists of: Floating body handles, fin slots (Fin sold separately), 
wrist leash, quick release safety system,  and rope for connection. 
Fins can be purchased at our website or in any surf shop, its fit is the same as the Surfboard with 
the FUTURE FINS docking standard.

The body parts and handles form a unique set that has been designed with ergonomics for the 
user and dimensions for easy  transport and storage.

The rope, floating body, Leash, quick release and signal buoy make up the Skimer Safety system 
developed for practicing this new sport with maximum safety and comfort.

Assembling main parts
The Skimer comes ready to be connected to a boat or jet-ski. Your ropes are already connected 
to the ends of the Skimer, ready to jump into the water!
Remember to arrange the cables away from you and make sure the quick release is connected.

Average weight: 4.0 kg (~8.8lbs)
Composition: Polyethylene, Polypropylene, PETG and Stainless Steel

      
Dimensions Security system 

- Leash with quick release off boat and 
yelow ring to release you off the ski underwater

8
0

cm

56cm
19cm

Weigiht : 8.8 LBS

There is a plug on the back of the skimer board
Where after many dives or 
large depths, it may be necessary to draw
 water from the inside of the Skimer.

Plug to draw 
water if a necessary.
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Notes: before entering the water with your skimer, you, the boat operator, and the observer who will 
be passing the commands to the boat operator should all have read this manual carefully.

Always enter the water only with the engine of the boat off for your safety.

Hand or head signals should always be monitored between the observer, driver, and person in the 
water, even when using the small rope.

This is not a problem with larger boats, but preferably, the tow rope should be attached to the rear of 
the center of the boat, as it may impair the boat's maneuverability. This can be done by making the 
rope in the shape of a 'V', attached to both ends of the boat's stern with the tow rope tied in the 
middle. The traction forces will now be concentrated in the center directly behind the boat.

when using a small boat, take into account that Skimer can drastically reduce the maneuverability of 
vessels.

When you are in the water, while the boat stretches the rope, make sure it does not wrap around your 
body and it is far enough from the propeller.

Before jumping into the water, there are a few things you will need to know about rope lengths:

You can regulate the size of the rope if you want to make maneuvers on the surface, especially 
because you can maneuver on the waves of the very vessel that is pulling you. it is very important to 
pay attention to the length of the rope so you are not too close to the propeller of the boat. the 
minimum distance is 10 meters (32.8ft) away from the boat.

Short cable (8meters[26ft]):
-perfect for maneuvering on the boat or ski's waves.
-it is not possible to dive deeper or have great maneuverability sideways.
-High possibility of propeller bubbles limiting your vision underwater.
-It is possible to communicate with the boat driver directly.

Middle rope (15meters[49ft]):
-Good mobility in all directions.
-Low possibility of propeller bubbles limiting your vision underwater.
-Difficulty communicating with the driver directly, having to use visual signs, such as hand signals, if 
needed.

long rope(20meters[65]):
-Great mobility in all directions.
-Low possibility of propeller bubbles limiting your vision underwater.
-Almost impossible to communicate with the driver directly, having to use visual signs, such as hand 
signals, if needed.
-Higher risk with traffic or passing boats.

Maneuvers
To submerge, it is necessary to stretch your arms and tilt the handle downwards, pushing the tip of 
the SKimer underwater.
For surface skiing at high speed, you should lean up with your chest on the Skimer, reducing the 
friction with water and improving mobility.
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Notes: 
Before entering the water the rope should be in an easily accessible place so that it doesn’t have 
knots when thrown into the water.

The first time using Skimer underwater should be to familiarize yourself with Skimer by doing it 
under low speeds. Do not try to do any very fast underwater spin before you are completely 
familiar with the basics of how to emerge from the dive.

Very important before using Skimer in low visibility waters, always recognize the bottom of 
where you are diving at low speed by monitoring any obstacle and in case it is necessary to use 
the quick release to avoid collisions.

Speed

When using Skimer for the first time, start with the minimum acceleration and accelerate slowly 
so that the person is aware of how the Skimer behaves in the water.
About up to 4 knots is the recommended tow speed for submersion with the Skimer.
For skiing on the water surface the maximum speed is up to 14 knots. Any speed above this you 
compromise your safety and that of the product.

Note: Underwater, the sensation of speed and forces in the body increases dramatically. Take 
into consideration that acceleration at about 4 knots is considered fast when submerged. A body 
injury can occur if you try higher speeds.

Diving

To dive, simply stretch your arms and tilt your fists down so you are pointing the front of the 
Skimer down into the water, keeping it below water will make the water above it push you 
underwater.

Emerging

To return to the surface, simply do the opposite of the dive. Pull the lever back with your wrists 
and with the help of your elbows, point the tip of the Skimer to the surface, now the water will 
flow under it and immediately take you to the surface.

Arm flexed at speed on the 
water surface

Arms stretched at low speed
to submerge

Tip: Pressing your toes into the water
for greater mobility

Maximum 14 knots
25km/h (15.5mph)

Maximum 4 knots
7km/h (4.3mph)

Tip: Rotate your wrist to direct the
Skimer underwater!
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Tips: You can control the depth by directing the Skimer up or down by adjusting the angle when 
diving or emerging.

A sharper angle will give you a sharper response, while a slower corresponds with slow and easy 
response.

Mobility

Skimer has Fin boxes where future Fin model surf fins can be attached (sold separately) to help 
with maneuvers.

Note: The Skimer can get out of control if you hold the handles with one hand. Therefore it is 
recommended to use the nasal clip, same as used in swimming. This applies especially when 
submerged, inside the mask to equalize pressure when diving in deeper, working
as if it were your fingers pressing the nose for pressure equalization.

Note: Even if the Skimer has buoyancy, it will dive if launched at a diving angle at speed. If this 
happens unintentionally to avoid accidents pull the Leash to disconnect yourself immediately 
from the vessel.

Note: Be aware that Skimer dives quickly, if the safety release is released while submerged, 
Skimer will take longer to reach the surface than when being pulled by the boat. If you want to 
detach yourself completly from Skimer, in your leash there is a yellow security ring made so that 
you can quickly open the leash and let go of Skimer.

Care and maintenance

After use, wash all parts with fresh water and let it dry in the shade before storage. If necessary 
use only neutral soap.

Storage

Do not leave in direct contact with the sun or water when storing it for long periods of time. 

Damage

If your Skimer gets damaged in any way, send us an email and we will provide you detailed 
instructions on how to repair or replace it if under warranty.

Examples of nasal clip,sold separately 
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Tips/ recommendations to ensure the longest life of your product: 

Over time the Skimer due to its material Polyethylene can undergo changes in its color, so to delay 
this aging Is necessary to:

      Not expose it directly the sun while storing After use: wash with fresh water When storing itdo 
leave objects on the product as it may damage it 

      Do not leave the product for long periods in the water/in the rain or with accumulated water, 
Do not use abrasive cleaners.

Warranties 

The iLunga company warrants its products against any defects in material or workmanship from 
the date of purchase. All the products we supply come with six months manufacturer's warranty. 
So if your product breaks or develops any fiaws within this period, you can send us your product so 
we can repair it or replace it unless; 

Skimer has not been used according to the Instructions or intentions described in the manual or 
below, the warranty will not be granted. 

Pay particular attention to the following descriptions which will not be granted as warranties:

1. Any breakage caused by the Skimer falling on a hard surface. 

2. Any breakage on Skimer caused by contact with surface or water hazards

3. Any breakage caused by the Skimer not being used in accordance with the user/safety manual. 

4.Any change in coloration in its parts if it has come in contact with materials other than water and 
neutral soap.

If you have any problems or faults with your Skimer, please contact us, regardless of whether or 
not the warranty content has been followed. This will help us to further develop the product and 
avoid similar problems in future Skimers .

WARRANTY about manufacturing defects (subject to analysis). The warranty does not extend to 
the natural perishing of the product as well as its misuse, such as: Surfing in places with stones or 
objects that can damage the structure of the Skimer, put any weight on it, use it in places not 
navigable, hitting with objects that could damage the structure, drop the Skimer of any height 
etc.
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Skimer complies with current standards and is safe to operate. However, wrongfully using the 
device or not complying with the safety information may lead to injury or death of the operator 
and/or other persons in addition to Skimer, and property being damaged or destroyed.

For this reason, we urge you to read all the information contained in the manual carefully before 
operating your Skimer for the first time. The information in the manual will help you operate the 
Skimer safely, protect yourself from other hazards while avoiding damage to the board and other 
property.

Keep this manual in a safe and easily accessible place for consultation whenever necessary.

Please pay close attention to the information below, they are very important for security.

Safety Information

       Read the user manual and safety before first use.

       Be aware that there is always a risk of injury while using Skimer. Do not take medicines if you 
are about to use this equipment.

       Only qualified and experienced swimmers are allowed to use the Skimer, so juveniles are only 
allowed with the responsibility, consent, and supervision of their parents, otherwise, it may be used 
as a float for Snorkeling.

       Never use with compressed air cylinders and self-contained diving equipment.

       Use a certified life jacket saver at all times.

       Wear neoprene clothing for diving.

       Use only in warm water.

       Do not use on strong currents, heavy waves, and only dive in clear water.

       Do not use in areas occupied by swimmers or divers.

       Keep a great distance when crossing ship traffic.

       Keep great distance from other people and objects.

       Always have an observer beside the boat driver watching the person in the water.

       Use only with a responsible boat driver who holds a license ensuring that you know how to 
operate a boat correctly.

       Take all precautions when using and operating Skimer and boat.

       Check if the rope has been cut with sharp edges, knots, or wear before each use. Discard and 
replace rope if such condition exists. Such conditions may lead to ruptures.

       Skimer rope is subject to change when exposed to direct sunlight.
The shelf life of the product may be increased when stored in a protected location and washed with 
fresh water.

       Do not add new parts or attachments to the Skimer that otherwise are not supplied by the 
manufacturer.

       Life vests are recommended or even mandatory depending on your states laws and regulations.
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Leash

Disengage system

       Never use Skimer while under the influence of drugs or alcohol.

       Be aware that despite all the precautions taken, it is still recommended to use a diving mask 
and nasal protector to dive, to leave while using the Skimer, contact lenses may be lost.

       Always avoid routes traveled by other boats, water bikes, etc. pay attention to how fast the 
other boat is approaching.

       Do not use Skimer in strong currents, strong winds, bad weather, or impaired visibility. Always 
check the weather forecast before you prepare and pay close attention to local weather condi-
tions.

       Only qualified and experienced swimmers should be allowed to use the Skimer to dive above 
a depth of 2.5 meters(~8ft).

       Be aware that it is very difficult to assess the distance of objects underwater.

       Before submerging, ensure that there are no swimmers, boats, or objects above you or 
approaching you, even while using a signal buoy.

       Always keep a safe distance from the bottom as there may be obstacles such as sharp stones 
or corals that could cause injury.

       You should always ensure that you are able to return to the surface and return to shore or by 
boat, or by yourself, without Skimer's assistance.

       Never start to accelerate until positive signals from users are given to start the sport.

       Always at the beginning of each pull, arm the quick release, making sure that the rope of your 
leash is not jammed in it, because it has the risk that it will not open, in case this occurs, resort to 
the yellow ring under the leash, opening the leash and letting go of Skimer.

Hook to fixate leash 
for surf or snorkeling

Strap to attach cable’s 
traction hook when 
surfing or snorkeling

Hitch hook for 
traction cables

Configuration for 
surf and snorkeling
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Skimer User’s Safety Manual

        Keep people and ropes away from propeller when the engine running, even in neutral. In case 

the cable engages the propeller, immediately tum off the engine and remove the ignition key before 

recovering the rope - Turn off the engine when people are getting in or out of the boator are in the 

water near the boat.  

        Be aware that If the Skimer is launched down with speed it will force itself down from the water 

and can reach great depths. 

        Always contact local authorities to ensure that there are no and dangerous animals in the area 

that could harm you, such as sharksjellyfish, snakes, etc. 

ATTENTION!! WATCH OUT!! 

Failure to adhere to the warnings THIS MANUAL AND ITS SAFETY RULES increases the chance of 

accidents that could lead to injury or death. 

The iLunga company as well as its product Skimer do not assume any responsibility if the user does 

not comply with the guidelines and warnings found in the manual/warning labels, etc.

Skimer board is the property of 

ilungausa.com

@skimerboard

We need professionals like
you in this new sport!

Have a great dive!


